
Press Release, May 9, 2022

The ROOSEN-TRINKS COLLECTION is moving from Berlin to Schleswig-Holstein

Opening April 24, 2022 with

For over 15 years, Ingrid Roosen-Trinks enriched  
Berlin’s art and culture scene not only with her 
collection of contemporary art but also with 
her OPEN HOUSE. The salons are legendary, 
which she hosted together with her husband  
Helmut Trinks and where a wide range of per-
sonalities from the world of art and culture 
came together. For many years Ingrid Roosen- 
Trinks has had a deep connection with the 
peninsula of Anglen in the north of Schleswig- 
Holsteins, where she has now founded the 
non-profit organization KUNST für ANGELN 
e.V. in order to support and promote art and 
culture through different projects. Here in one  
of most northern corners of Germany, the  
ROOSEN-TRINKS COLLECTION will also  
be presented in an institutional framework, 
made accessible to the public, and shown in  
a range of exciting contexts. 

LEFT: WITTKIELHOF IN SUMMER 
© KUNST FÜR ANGELN E.V.

RIGHT: OPEN HOUSE EVENT AT THE ROOSEN-TRINKS COLLECTION, 2016 
THE COLLECTOR INGRID ROOSEN-TRINKS 

© SAMMLUNG ROOSEN-TRINKS, PHOTO: MARTIN PETERDAMM

The collector and KUNST für ANGELN e.V. announce their first joint invitation with the  
exhibition PORTRAITS – MASKS – DISGUISES at Wittkielhof opening on April 24, 2022, which 
offers visitors the opportunity to discover her collection and escape from everyday routine. 

 »The organization KUNST für ANGELN aims to enrich the region with contemporary art and  
actively involve the people who live here. The collection is not intended to land like a UFO  
or function like a foreign body. Instead, we intend to gradually develop formats for the region  
that make contemporary art accessible to all generations in an immediate way. We will be  
developing new projects together with artists and curators. As in Berlin, the emphasis will  
be on encounter and exchange. Now more than ever, we need the inspiration that artists and  
innovative art offer – in order to master the challenges that we face with confidence – and humor.  
I am ready for a new adventure.«

INGRID ROOSEN-TRINKS

Curated by  
Corinna Koch &  
Isa Maschewski

Exhibition Period 
April 25 – May 30, 2022

PORTRAITS – MASKS – DISGUISES



LENNART GRAU: KAUFMANN, 2013 
OIL AND ACRYLIC ON CANVAS, 60 × 50 CM 

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST AND SAMMLUNG ROOSEN-TRINKS 
© LENNART GRAU

MARIA THURN UND TAXIS: GREEN COAT, 2016 
WATERCOLOR UND PENCIL ON PAPER, 36,8 × 28,2 CM 

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST AND SAMMLUNG ROOSEN-TRINKS 
© MARIA THURN UND TAXIS

THORSTEN BRINKMANN: TELMCHE, 2021 
PHOTOGRAPHY, C-PRINT, 72 × 54 CM 

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST AND SAMMLUNG ROOSEN-TRINKS 
© THORSTEN BRINKMANN, VG BILDKUNST BONN, 2021

Over the years, Roosen-Trinks has compiled 
a multi-faceted collection of works by young 
German and international artists, photogra-
phers, sculptors, and multimedia artists. Today 
the collection consists of over 500 works of 
art – which range from large-scale installations 
to collages, photographs and paintings. The 
human figure, a sense of playfulness, and the 
theme of metamorphosis play a central role in 
the ROOSEN-TRINKS COLLECTION. Again 
and again, her personal and professional life 
has placed the collector in the position of a 
promoter of art and culture. She was the foun-
ding business manager and program director 
of Klassik Radio (1990 – 1995 / Bertelsmann),  
a member of the executive board Montblanc  
International and a board member of the 
Montblanc Foundation (1996 – 2013).  
Since 2004 she has also been a trustee of the 
Konzerthaus Berlin, so her network includes 
not only visual artists but also musicians and 
opera singers. 

PORTRAITS – MASKS – DISGUISES 
Portraits usually have the clear function of 
portraying the personality seen in the image. 
Even if a realistic depiction is not the primary 
concern, a portrait nevertheless often has  
the aim of conveying something about the 
portrayed, enabling the viewer to learn  
something about the individual. The face is 
traditionally a key element. The composition  
of the painting Kaufmann (Merchant, 2013)  
by Lennart Grau recalls Dutch portraits of  
the seventeenth century, but one cannot see 
the features of the man’s face. The thick  
application and fluid blending of the paint in 
the image is typical of Grau’s painting style,  
which results in almost marmorized surfaces  
and thus obscures the individual characteris-
tics of the individual portrayed. The merchant  
remains ambiguous, and his identity remains 
a secret. The photograph Telmche (2021) by 
Thorsten Brinkmann is also staged like a  
traditional portrait, which creates associations 
with well-known works from art history.  
Brinkmann plays with the fact that the subject  
of his work is unidentifiable and always  
photographs himself with the use of a timed  

shutter release. The figure portrayed in Telmche  
seems to be turning away from the viewer.  
A bright yellow teapot warmer conceals the 
head and become a stand-in for this body  
part. Despite the formality of the composition,  
the photograph conveys a sense of irony and 
levity. In contrast, the figure in Green coat 
(2016), a watercolor by Maria Thurn und  
Taxis, seems stiff and frozen in the moment 
and wears a giant mask that takes the place 
of the head. Distortion and disguise are also 
dominant themes in Thurn und Taxis’ series 
Waywards. The similarities between these three  
works of the ROOSEN-TRINKS COLLECTION  
are evidently three figural images, three  
puzzling portraits, but in each the medium and 
narrative differ. At the same time, they are  
all compelling and raise a myriad of questions. 
Particularly during this time of an extended 
Corona pandemic, in which we wear masks  
on a daily basis, our way of encountering  
unfamiliar people, and even those closest to 
us, has changed. What does it mean not to  
be able to look at someone’s face? What is 
hidden behind the mask? 

 »The theme of the first exhibition is both highly current and timeless: masks and people.  
For Ingrid Roosen-Trinks and for the region a dream is becoming reality – a dream that is 
sustained by the vitality of art and human encounters. Ingrid Roosen-Trinks wishes to inspire 
and energize visitors who come to see the collection. Her exhibitions and art events will 
become a new cultural gathering point in the area – what an asset for Schleswig-Holstein!«

STEFANIE BUSOLD 

ART ADVISOR AND REPRESENTATIVE OF  

SOTHEBY'S IN HAMBURG

PORTR AITS – MASKS – DISGUISES



The curators of the first exhibition are Corinna  
Koch and Isa Maschewski, who will work with 
the collection on site with their team from 
we, curatorial, in order to perfectly design the 
arrangement of the works in the spaces of 
Wittkielhof, a rural estate. Koch has selected 
many of the collection’s highlights and multiple  
favorite works of the collector. Some 100 works 
will be on view, from works on paper to photo- 
graphs, collages, paintings, sculptures, and 
video works. The entire complex is transformed 
into a platform for presenting art, and not only 
the barns but also the former main house and 
the surrounding landscape are used as exhibi-
tion space. This first presentation in a new  
setting celebrates not only the further develop-
ment of the collection at a new location and 
the expansion of the cultural offering in this 
rural region but also a reinvigoration of the art 
scene after a dismal 2021. Together with the 
team of KUNST für ANGELN e.V. Roosen- 
Trinks is planning exhibitions and diverse range  
of accompanying events and educational pro-
grams, which are designed to appeal to all 
generations. For example, conversational tours 
are being offered by school children for seniors.  
A range of different artist-led workshops will 
be held for children, young people, and inte-
rested participants of all ages, which provide 
insight into artistic working processes and  
foster individual creativity. Through KUNST für 
ANGELN e.V. Ingrid Roosen-Trinks is further 
expanding her dedicated work in the cultural 
field, providing innovative possibilities throug-
hout the year for people to experience con-
temporary art and experience the enthusiasm 
it inspires. 

The ROOSEN-TRINKS COLLECTION encom-
pases over 500 works of contemporary art by 
German and international artists. From 2004  
to 2019 the Ingrid Roosen-Trinks Collection was 
accessible to the public in the private residence  
of the collector. As of the spring of 2022,  
the collection will be on view as part of the 
alternating program of KUNST für ANGELN 
e.V. at Wittkielhof, in the middle of the Angeln 
peninsula in northern Schleswig-Holstein. 
Through a diverse program of events and  
educational offerings, KUNST für ANGELN e.V.  
aims to establish a new art center for the region.

Exhibition  
PORTRAITS – MASKS – DISGUISES: 

April 25 – May 30, 2022

NINA BACKMAN: MERMAID, 2015 
PHOTOGRAPHY, C-PRINT, 70 × 100 CM 

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST AND SAMMLUNG ROOSEN-TRINKS 
© NINA BACKMAN

NICOLE HOLLMANN: NYC 3 BCMOTS, 2008 
PHOTOGRAPHY, DIASEC®/LASERCHROME®, 90 × 60 CM 

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST AND SAMMLUNG ROOSEN-TRINKS 
© NICOLE HOLLMANN

Artists presented in 
PORTRAITS – MASKS – DISGUISES 

Eva und Adele 
Nina Backman 
Stephan Balkenhol 
Heike Kati Barath 
Tjørg Douglas Beer 
Ulla von Brandenburg 
Brian Bress 
Thorsten Brinkmann 
Margarita Broich 
Marcel Buehler 
Justin Cooper
Charles Fréger 
Lennart Grau 
Matt Merkel Hess 
Stefan Hirsig 
Nicole Hollmann 
Katrin Kampmann 
Daniel Lergon 
Oliver Mark 
Jonathan Meese 
Bjørn Melhus 
Jonathan Monk 
Daniel Mohr 
Sofie Bird Møller 
Andreas Mühe 
Richard Phillips 
Lisl Ponger 
Frank Roeseler 
Gideon Rubin 
Christoph Ruckhäberle 
Gitte Schäfer 
Wiebke Siem 
Maria Thurn und Taxis
Malte Urbschat 
Donata Wenders 
Sahar Zukerman

Press contact for this project 

ARTPRESS – Ute Weingarten 
Ute Weingarten 
weingarten.artpress@uteweingarten.de 

Danziger Str. 2 | 10435 Berlin 
+49 (0)30 48 49 63 50 
www.artpress-uteweingarten.de

Organizer 

KUNST für ANGELN e.V./ 
SAMMLUNG ROOSEN-TRINKS
Wittkielhof
24409 Wittkiel

team@kunstfuerangeln.de
www.kunstfuerangeln.de

Opening Hours: Visits can be arranged by appointment 
Please inquire by email: visit@kunstfuerangeln.de

PORTR AITS – MASKS – DISGUISES
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